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COLORING PAGE
Get geared up for your Monster Jam® adventure by coloring this 
creature feature showdown between Megalodon® and DragonTM!
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DOWN
1. Which event has the BEST fans in 
the world? (two words)
3. Megalodon® lives at Monster Jam® events. 
Where do most sharks live?
4. A Megalodon is what kind of ocean animal?
5. What color is the Megalodon® Monster Truck?
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ACROSS
2. What is the winning 
truck called?
6. Monster Jam® trucks 
have very big _____.
7. What is it called when 
trucks ride on their  
back wheels?
8. What is it called when 
two trucks compete to 
be the fastest?
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MONSTER CROSSWORD
Megalodon® made a big splash with its Monster Jam® debut in 2016. 
Can you use what you know about this JAWSOME truck to FIN-ish
this crossword puzzle? Answers Across: 2. Champion  6. Tires  7. Wheelie  8. Race

Answers Down: 1. Monster Jam  3. Ocean  4. Shark  5. Blue



- Monster Jam
- Grave Digger
- Fans   
- Fun   
- Save
- Wheelie
- Big Air
- Racing

- Monster Mutt
- El Toro Loco
- Amazing
- Rollover
- Smash  
- Freestyle  
- Backflip
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WORD SEARCH
Grave Digger® is always seeking new ways to BURY the competition!
DIG through the word search above to uncover all fifteen hidden
Monster Jam® words and truck names.
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DESIGN YOUR OWN
MONSTER JAM ® TRUCK

Put your skills to the ultimate test and design your very own
Monster Jam® truck. Create a cool paint scheme...and don’t forget
to give it a great name! 



MONSTER SCRAMBLE
The FIERY ROAR of DragonTM has scrambled the names of the other 
Monster Jam® trucks! Use your knowledge of Monster Jam® to put all 
seven names in the proper order.
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_ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ ’ _   _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ - _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ - _

DAGGER GIVER
DONGLE MOA
COOL LOOTER

RUSTIE’S CAPER
HERSH KARATE

ARGUING-DOVES
X-MAD

G
M
E
P
E
S
M

Answers: 1. Grave Digger  2. Megalodon  3. El Toro Loco 
4. Pirate’s Curse  5. Earthshaker  6. Son-uva Digger  7. Max-D



MONSTER MAZE
Yarrr! Pirate’s CurseTM has lost its way on THE DARK SEA! Hoist the sails
and help this swashbuckling mutineer navigate its way through the
maze to the Monster Jam® finish line.
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Supplies:
- Small paper plate
- Ribbons
- Gold and silver paint
- Tape
First, paint your paper plates on one side with the help of an adult. Let them dry 
completely. Once your medals are dry, tape the ribbons to the back of your medal 
(plate). Put your medal around your neck. You are a WINNER! 
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MONSTER CRAFT
Max-D® has claimed six World Racing Champion titles and five World 
Freestyle Championships since its SMASHING debut! Design a special 
medal to celebrate YOUR Monster Jam® victory.



EarthShakerTM represents the trucks and
machines that CONSTRUCT the tracks for every
Monster Jam® competition. Help fill in the blanks 

above to BUILD your own unique Monster Jam® story!
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STORY
MAKER

THE GREATEST SHOW EVER

One day ___________ decided to build a/an ___________ Monster Jam® truck.  ___________ worked very hard on the truck,

building it from ___________ and ___________.  Soon, the Monster Jam® truck was ready.  The truck was bright ___________ with the

name ___________ ___________ written in ___________ letters on the side.  ___________ took the brand-new truck to compete in a

Monster Jam® event in ___________.  The competition was ___________ with trucks like the ___________ being driven by ___________ and 

the ______________ Monster being driven by ___________.  Soon the show began. The fans yelled “___________” loudly as the trucks

raced across the floor.  _______________ driving ___________ beat _______________ racing ___________ in a photo finish that left

the fans ______________ in their seats.  The show continued into freestyle with ___________ getting huge air in ___________, but they yelled 

“___________” when the truck crashed and broke its ___________.  The ___________ awarded ___________ a score of ___________ and 

the show continued. The show was ___________, and the judges awarded _______________ the freestyle win for ______________ every

___________ on the floor in the truck ___________.  After the show, the drivers signed ___________

for the fans and ___________ bought a ___________ from the merchandise stand. 

It was the _________________ show EVER!
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These car-crushing canines are always looking for a challenge. Monster Mutt®, Monster 
Mutt® Dalmatian and Monster Mutt® Rottweiler are all chasing the same bone. Complete 
the pattern by drawing the answer, writing the name or with the help of an adult, cutting
  the above shapes and placing them in the blank boxes on the right side.  
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FIND THE 
PATTERN
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COLORING PAGE
El Toro Loco® is seeing RED and is raring to go! Add some explosive 
color to this raging beast as it CHARGES towards its next
Monster Jam® victory.



Supplies:
- Small bowl
- Crushed chocolate 
   cookies
- Chocolate pudding
- Whipped cream

Start by pouring dirt (crushed cookies) into the bottom of your bowl. Then add your mud 
(chocolate pudding) on top of your dirt. Top off the mud with some whipped cream!  
Lastly sprinkle a little bit more dirt (crushed cookies) on your Mud Parfait and ENJOY!
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MONSTER TREAT
Son-uva Digger® is the next generation of the Grave Digger® family.
Make this sweet treat to celebrate the fun and excitement of
Monster Jam® with YOUR family!


